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Compelling Discovery from
Non-Parties in Arbitration
By Kimberley Hanks McGairl
Imagine the following scenario: you rep-

.

resent a plaintiff in a commercialdispute'
which is governed by a contractual arbi-

In This Issue
2

COMMENTS FROM
THE EDITOR
By Dennis P. Rawlinson

3

8

tration clause. As discovery is proceeding.
in the arbitration, you discover that a third:
party, located on the other side of the'
country, may have both.
documents and infor- .
mation that are crucial.

K1mb er Iey Han ks
'

IN

CONDEMNATION

from the'
in the con-

NEEDS

text of an arbitration'
proceeding?
The short answer is "yes." The more
complicated issues arise when the third
party objects to the sought discovery. This
article will address those issues.

FIXING

11

13

By Mark J. Futile

I.

ASK THE DEPONENT TO GUESS
By David B. Markowitz &
Lynn R. Nakamoto

ten provisionin a contract evidencinga

A PRIMER ON "E-VIDE-N.C.E."
By James P. Flynn &
Sheldon M. Finkelstein

governs arbitrations

Printed onRecycledlRecyclable

Paper

vision appears

to limit the arbitrator's

au-

: thority compelling the appearance of wit. nesses and production of documents to
: the arbitration hearing itself, many courts
: have found that the provision also allows

: mentsnotandallowing
witnesseronfy')at the hearing,
any pre-hearing discov-

. and

transaction involving commerce."3 Be- .
cause of its breadth, the FAAgoverns most:
commercial arbitration matters, including'
those involving employment claims.4
.
7 of the FAA provides

that

"may summon in writing any person to attend before them or any

By Stephen K. Bushong

@

arising from "a writ-

arbitrator
RECENT SIGNIFICANT
OREGON CASES

While the plain language of this pro-

.

Section 7 of the Federal Arbitra- . the arbitrator to order pre-hearing discovtion Act.
. ery from non-parties.6 As one court recThe Federal Arbitration Act (FAA)2 . ognized, allowing the production of docu-

Section

22

.

McGair

TIMING IS (ALMOST)
EVERYTHING: WHY APPRAISAL
EXCHANGE

testimony
third-party

,....----

of them as a witness and in a
proper case to bring with him or
them any book, record, document, or paper which may be
deemed material as evidence in
the case."S

to your case. Can you:
compel the production'
of these materials and.

ALL SUMS OR PRO RATA?
DEALING WITH MULTI-YEAR
INSURANCE COVERAGE ISSUES
By David A. Bledsoe &
Stephen M. Feldman

.

an

ery, especially in a complex case, would
produce a "quite fantastic and practically
unreasonable" result.7 Courts are, however, more reluctant to order the appear-

.

ance of a non-party

.

ing deposition than they are to order the

: production
.
.

witness

of documents,

at a pre-hear-

especially

if that

person will also be subpoenaed to the arbitration hearing.8
Please continue on page 19

2

l

A lot has been written on opening
statements and closing arguments. Over
the course of a career, most of us read
"volumes"
of material dealing with
opening
statements
and closing
arguments and attend countless seminars
covering these trial practice topics.
Ultimately,
however, I find that
unless I've reduced these materials and
seminars
to short
checklists
or
abbreviated points (a recipe, of sorts), I
run the risk of forgetting what I have
learned. Isuspect that most of us find that
just prior to trial
(when
we
are
overworked
and
sleep-deprived) is not
the ideal time to be
rereading
and
restudying to perfect
our trial skills. On the
other hand, if we can
DennisPRawlinson pick up a quick
checklist and review it
as we're preparing an opening statement
or a closing argument, points garnered
over the years from experience, reading,
and seminars will be less likely to be
overlooked.
Set forth below are a couple of
checklists for your consideration. I believe
that ultimately
the most beneficial
checklist is the one that each of us
develops individually and reviews and
revises over a lifetime of practice rather
than one that we find in a treatise or
receive at a seminar. Thus the checklist
set forth below is really more an example
of a methodology for your consideration
rather than a specific checklist to adopt.
Each of us should, over time, prepare and
revise a checklist of points that is suited
to our own individual style.

5.

"Pull the teeth" of your
weaknesses.
(If you haven't done so in jury
selection,
disclose
your
weaknesses
before
your
opponent does it and hurts your
credibility.)

6.

The facts, the facts, the facts.
(The "facts," not "argument,"
win cases. Marshal the facts that
support your theme and story.)

A.

Example of Opening Statement
Checkl ist
1. Theme, theme, theme.
(Select your theme and return to
it often.)
2.

Simplify, simplify, simplify.
(Provide a view of the forest, not
a description
of each of the
trees.)

3.

Capture attention early.
(The media correctly recognizes
that this needs to be done in 30
seconds or less.)

7.

Use visuals.
(Use charts, a chalkboard, and
exhibits
to enhance
your
opening.)

8.

"Talk," don't give a speech.
(Don't
have your opening
memorized or write it word for
word; simply "talk" or "visit"
with the jury or the judge.)

9.

Tell the fact-finder what you
want.
(Make it clear (particularly
if
you're a plaintiff) what it is that
you're asking the fact-finder to
do.)

10. Start strong and end strong.

4.

Tell a story with a viewpoint.
(Think about
whether
the
viewpoint should be from an
omniscient narrator, the position
of your client, or the position of
your adversary.)

Similarly, each of us should make an
effort to reduce the points we have
learned over time from both practical
experience
and continuing
legal
education to a checklist of points that can
be reviewed
as we prepare
closing
argument.

Please continue on next page
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continued from page 2
B.

Example of Closing Argument
Checklist
1.

Thank the jury, but "don't
overdo it."

All Sums or Pro Rata? Dealing With
Multi-Year Insurance Coverage
Issues

2. Avoid notes.
3. Use exhibits and testimony
transcripts.

4. Invite the jury or the court to
examine exhibits and
transcripts.

5. Select and review key jury
instructions.
6.

7.

8.

Argue credibility.
(Discuss why your witnesses
are more credible than your
opponent's, but don't accuse
anyone of lying.)
Establish why your case is
important.
(Argue that more is at stake
than simply deciding the
outcome of a dispute.)
Fulfilled

A. Bledsoe

Suggest, don't demand.
(Empower
the judge or the
jury and suggest why your
approach is more just or fair.)

10. Argue inferences.
(Argue the reasonable
and
logical conclusions that should
be drawn from the evidence.)
I encourage
each of you (if you
haven't already done so) to develop
your own personalized
checklist and
then to review and modify it regularly,
based on your study and experience.
Then each time you prepare an opening
statement or closing argument, your
recipe (checklist) can be easily used to
ensure that the points you have learned
over time are not overlooked. 0

& Stephen M.

Feldman of Perkins Coie LLP
When an insured faces liability for property damage or bodily injury arising out:
of a continuous injurious process- such.
asevolving environmental contamination:

.

mul-

.

tiple insurance policies spanning multiple:
policy periods typically will be triggered.
In such a situation, it is critical to deter-

.
.

mine the scope of coverage afforded by

.

or long-term

exposure to toxins -

each of the triggered policies.
Generally speaking, the courts have.
adopted two methods'
for
allocating
an.
insured's losses among'
the triggered
policies:
(1) "joint and several"
or "all sums" liability;

and unfulfilled

promises.
(Return to opening statements
and
demonstrate
your
fulfillment
of and
your
opponent's
failure to fulfill
promises concerning what the
evidence will show.)

9.

By David

DavidA. Bledsoe

and (2) "pro rata" liability.1 Unlike most jurisdictions,
the Oregon'
courts
have not ex-

.
.
.
.
.

broader coverage than others, some pol i-

.

pressly declared how'

Stephen M.
Feldman

they will

apportion

ability

a loss involv-

for

li-

ing multiple policy pe-.
riods. The Oregon Supreme Court, however,
has indicated
in dicta'
that
each triggered.
policy should be jointly'
liable (up to its limits) for:

and severally
such losses.
This article will briefly summarize the:
rationale underlying the adoption of one'
or the other of the competing allocation
methods by the courts of other states and,

.

.

.
.

.

:

then explore how an Oregon court might:
resolve

the

Importance

allocation

of the Allocation

Issue

The significance
of the chosen allocation method becomes clear when one.
considers that over the course of an ongoing injury an insured often will not.
have the same insurance

coverage year:

cies with higher limits than others, and
some policies with higher deductibles
than others. A policyholder may have no
insurance

at all for

a period

question

excludes the loss in

or was insured

by an insolvent

: carrier.3
In sum, because policyholders
are
: rarely fully insured during each year of
the injury process, they usually favor the
: joint and several liability approach, as it
enables them to select the most favorable coverage and increase the chance of
Please continue
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of time.

The all sums or joint and several approach allows the policyholder to select
the best available coverage from the triggered policies and have that one insurer
pay the loss in full, or at least up to its
policy limits.2 By contrast, under the pro
rata approach, the policyholder
must
take the good with the bad, as the loss
will be apportioned
among each of the
triggered
policies and, possibly, to the
policyholder
itself for those years in
which it had no insurance or was insured
under a policy that

.

issue.

in and year out. Over the years, a policyholder likely will have some policies with

on next page

MULTI-YEAR INSURANCE COVERAGE

continued

from page 3

-

: tion to provide full coverage

a complete
recovery. Insurers, on the'
other hand, typically favor a pro rata
method
because
it reduces
the'
policyholder's recovery as a result of selfinsured or uninsured time periods.4
Joint

and Several

or "All Sums"

Liability
The courts adopting the "joint and
several" approach have held each insurer'
on the risk for damages resulting from a
continuous injurious process individually'
obligated
to compensate
the policyholder in full for its damages, subject only'
to applicable deductibles and policy limits. In so holding, these courts focus on
the "all sums" language of the policy's
insuring agreement. The typical comprehensive general liability ("CGL") policy.
states: "the Company will pay on behalf.
of the insured all sums which the insured:
shall become legally obligated to pay as
damages."S (Emphasis added). The courts:
therefore reason that, according to the.

plain language of the insuring agreement, once a policy is triggered, the insurer becomes liable for all sums that the'
insured is legally obligated to pay, which.
may include those sums attributable
to
property

damage or bodily injury that did.

not occur during
riod.

the insurer's policy pe-

The leading case adopting joint and'
liability
is Keene Corp. v. Insurance.
Co. of North America.6 In Keene, a manu-

several

facturer

sought

of its right

a declaratory

to indemnification

judgment.
by its CGL

insurers for asbestos-related personal inc.
jury claims.7 The United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia held:
that once a particular CGL policy is triggered, the insurer is required to fully indemnify the policyholder
for the entire.
loss up to its policy limits, even though:
part of the injury may have occurred during another
policyholder

.

rejects the fundamental

.
.

premise of joint

and

several liability

-

that

makes a carrier liable for

thefull amount of prop

-

erty damage or bodily

.

injury if any portion of

.

the lossoccursduring its
policy period.

.
reasonable expectation,

based on the" all

.

sums" language, that anyone of its in-

: surers
.
.

would

pay all of its damages,

for all dam-

The joint and several or "all sums"
approach has been adopted by a number of federal and state courts, 17 and the

. trend suggests that this has probably be. come the majority approach. Most recently, the Supreme Court of Indiana in
. Allstate Ins. Co. v. Dana Corp.18 decided
that the "all sums" language in a CGL
. policy necessitates a finding of joint and
several liability:

the "all sums" language

up

to policy limits, and not just a pro rata
share.10 Finally, the Court pointed out
that the policies did not provide that the
insurer's liability would be limited in the'

.

:
:
:

[T]here is no language in the coverage grant, including the definitions of "property damage,"
"personal
injury," or "occurrence," that limits Allstate's responsibility to indemnification
for liability derived solely for
that portion of damages taking
place within the policy period. By
the policy's terms, once an accident or event resulting in Dana's
liability - an occurrence -takes
place within the policy period,
Allstate must indemnify Dana
for "all sums" Dana must pay as
a result of that occurrence, subject to the policy limits. We agree
with the Court of Appeals that
whether or not the damaging
effects of an occurrence con-

event of continuous exposure over several policy periods.11
More recently, the Washington Supreme Court upheld joint and several li- .
tinue beyond the end of the
ability in the insurance coverage context.
. In American National Fire Ins. Co. v. B&L .
policy period, if coverage is triggered by an occurrence, it istrigTrucking,12 the insured was held liable:
. for environmental cleanup costs from'
gered for" all sums" related to
that occurrence.19
smelter slag pollution.13 The pollution:
. had occurred over many years, and the'
insured had insurance coverage for some:
Pro Rata Liability
The pro rata approach rejects the
. of those years, but not for others.14 The.
insured argued that its insurers were:
fundamental premise of joint and several
jointly and severally liable and thus had.
liability - that the "all sums" language
to indemnify it for "all sums" that it had'
makes a carrier liable forthefull amount
. been legally obligated to pay; the insur- of property damage or bodily injury if any

.

:

.

ers, on the other hand, argued that they:

policy period or while the:
was uninsured.8ln reaching.

this decision, the Court noted that the:
subject insurer had agreed to pay "all.
sums" that the manufacturer
insured'
became legally obligated to pay, not just.
an allocable portion of those sums.9 The'
Court also noted that the insured had a

The pro rata approach

. ages."16

.

had to indemnify the insured for only a
proportionate share of such sums. IS Relying on the "all sums" language in the.
policies, the Washington Supreme Court:
agreed with the insured: "[A]II insurers.
on the risk during the time of ongoing:
damage have a joint and several obliga-

portion of the lossoccurs during its policy

.

:

.

period. Instead, the premise of pro rata
liability is that an insurer, who issued a
policy for a specified policy period and
accepted a premium to cover that period,
should not be held liable for damages
that occur outside ofthe policy period.20
Also, courts that have adopted the pro
Please continue on next page
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rata approach generally believe it is unfair to afford a policyholder coverage for:
those periods that it opted not to buy.
insurance.21
Beyond the equitable

justifications,

.
Ina.ddition

.

to

.

support their conclusion. In particular, .
these courts have cited to the definitions.
of "property damage" and "bodily injury," which typically state that the damage or injury must occur "during the.
policy period."22 Moreover, these courts.
have, on occasion, based their conclusion.
on a belief that older CGLpolicies simply.
did not contemplate insurance coverage'
cases involving long-term, mass-exposure.
toxic torts or other similar on-going injury processes.23
Oregon's Approach
tion Issue
The Oregon
not squarely

Lamb-Weston,Oregon's

[When] the assured has an
obligation from two or more
parties to perform the same
thing, at the same time..., the
party holding such double assurance, may in the outset, and before making any election, consider each debtor as liable for a
proportionate
part of the common burden, and recover accordingly; or he may require either of the parties liable, to pay
the whole, and then it follows
as a rule of law, founded upon
the broadest principles of equity,
that where one of two parties
has paid the whole of a debt, for
which each was originally and
ultimately liable, the party who
has paid the whole or a disproportionate part of the common
debt, shall have a remedy
against the other for a contribution, so that the burden may be
borne equally according to their
respective liabilities.27

well-established rules of
insurance contract inter-

pretationalso support
the notion that the Oregon Supreme (;ourt
would, if asked, adopt

.

the joint and several or
all sums approach.

to the Alloca-

appellate

addressed

.
.

. contribution issue. With regard to the isliability to
. its insured, the Court suggested that that
liability isjoint and several:

: sue of an insurer's threshold

:

enced language from

courts adopting the pro rata approach:
have also relied on policy language

to the refer-

courts have:

the allocation

is-

.

:

sue. Thus, there is no clear direction as to
whether a policyholder, in the context of .
an ongoing injury process, will be permit-:
ted to hold anyone of its insurance carri-.
ers jointly and severally liable for all sums.
that the policyholder becomes legally.
obligated to payor, alternatively, if the.
policyholder's recovery against each of its.
carriers will be limited to an allocable'
portion of the policyholder's total dam-.
ages. Although there is no controlling.
precedent, language in the Oregon Su-.
preme Court's Lamb-Weston decision24.

Court has stated:
Lamb-Weston.
. . held that
where two policies issued by different insurers cover the same
loss and both policies attempt to
limit coverage by "other in~urance" provisions which conflict
with and are repugnant to each
other, such insurance provisions
are of no effect and the insurers:
prorate the entire loss up to the.
total 'of the combined coverage.26

The language emphasized above indicates that the Lamb-Weston court concluded (or at least assumed) that an insured could, at its own discretion, elect
. to have anyone of several potentially liable insureds pay for all of the insured's

:
:

tends to support the view that the Or- .
egon Supreme Court would adopt the.
At first glance, it appears thatLamb- . damages.Thereafter,the burden would
joint and several approach.25
. Weston supports application of a pro rata:
be on that insured to seek contribution
In Lamb-Weston, the Oregon Su- . approach. It must be remembered, how- . from the other potentially liable insureds.
ever, that Lamb-Weston involved the isIn short, the above-quoted language inpreme Court addressed the issue of contribution between insurers, and held that.
the liability to the insured should be di-

:
:
sue of contribution
between insurers; . dicates that the Oregon Supreme Court
: that is, how liability would be allocated: would probably resolve the allocation is-

vided between two insurers who each,

among the insurersafter the insured'sli-

covered the risk in proportion to each:
insurer's policy limits. The Court reached.

:

ability had been covered. Lamb-Weston:
was not a dispute between an insured.
and its insurer regarding the scope of:

.

coverage under a triggered
Lamb-Weston,
the Oregon

.

policy. In
Supreme.

.

sue by adopting the joint and several
approach - to the extent that it has not
already done so.28
In addition to the referenced language from Lamb-Weston, Oregon's

limit or eliminate coverage. In explain- . Court appeared to understand the funingwhat hasbecomeknownasthe Lamb- . damental difference between the scope'
Weston doctrine, the Oregon Supreme.
of coverage issue and the subsequent.

.

well-established rules of insurance contract interpretation also support the no-

this decision despite the presence of
"other insurance" clauses in each of the.
two triggered policies that purported to

tion that the Oregon Supreme Court
would, if asked, adopt the joint and sevPlease continue on next page
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continued from page 5
eral or all sums approach. The Oregon'
courts have adopted the following methodology

in construing

insurance

con-

tracts:
The intention of the parties is determined by examination of the terms and
conditions of the policy itself. When a
term is undefined by the policy itself, we

...given.the terms of the

.

about

what the parties

in-

and thefact that the
reviewing court is not to

.

that ambiguity

remains,

we con-

ings outside of the

this methodology,

the stan-

.

appellate court would

.

likely conclude that the

.

policy provides for joint

dard CGL policy likely would be interpreted as imposing joint and several li- .
ability. This is true both because of what
the policy says and what it does not say. .
As indicated above, the plain language.
2
of the standard CGL policy requires the'
insurer to pay "all sums which the insured:
shall become legally obligated to pay as
damages."30 Such policies do not, however, include any language stating that.
insurer's liability is limited, whether in the:
context of an ongoing loss or in any other.
3
context, to only an allocable portion of .
the insured's damages.31 Thus, given the.
terms of the standard CGLpolicy, and the'
fact that the reviewing court is not to .

.

:

search

for hidden

meanings

outside

of

the policy's text, an Oregon appellate.
court would likely conclude that the'
policy provides for joint and severalliability. At a minimum, the imposition of joint.
and several liability is a reasonable reading of the standard CGL policy and, as
such, even if there is another reasonable.
reading, the policy should be construed'
against the insurer that drafted it.32 0

4

.

generally

.

on the risk"); (b) pro rata by

.

.

"time

6

"other

insurance"

Id.

cies that provides for a reduction

.

Under a joint and several approach, solvent insurers bear the risk that one of

principle that ambiguities in insurance
contracts must be construed against the
insurer who drafted the contract. Id. at
1047.

their number will be insolvent; under a
pro rata approach, the insured bears this'
risk.
Using the pro rata approach also saves'
.
.
.
t h e Insurer t h e time an d expense 0 f b nng-

and should
leverage.

provide

..
.

better'

Alternatively, some CGL policies contain:
a substantially similar insuring agreement.
that states that the insu rer will pay the:
"entire liability," rather than "all sums."

.

667 F.2d 1034 (D.C. Cir. 1981), cert. denied,
455 U.s. 1007 (1982). Several

earlier

cases

also found joint and several liability in the'

of the

insurer's liability if an injury occurs only
in part during a policy period."). The
Court in Keene also noted the well-settled

.

12

951 P.2d 250 (Wash.

13

Id. at 251.

1998).

14 Id.
15

Id. at 252.

16

Id. at 254.

17

See e.g., Acands, Inc. v. Aetna Cas. and
Surety

Co., 764 F.2d 968, 974 (3d Cir. 1985);

Lac D'Amiante du Quebec, Lte. v. American Home Assur. Co., 613 F. Supp. 1549,
1562 (D.NJ. 1985); i.H. France Refractories Co. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 626 A.2d 502,

one of three forms: (a) pro rata by years:
(a/k/a

9

tween the insurers rather than between
the insurers and the insured.

The courts adopting the joint and several:
approach apply the same interpretation.
to either language.

years and limits; or (c) pro rata by exposure.

Id. at 1047. Although concluding that the
insurer was liable in full, the Keene court
noted that the insurer was entitled to
contribution from other insurers as set

.

triggered policies, that is a dispute be-

ate share
settlement

takes.

8

While the insurer forced to pay for the:
10 Id. at 1047-48.
loss has, in turn, claims for contribution'
.
. 11 Id. at 1048 ("There is nothing in the poli.
.
against t h e Insurers t h at Issue d t h e ot h er

amounts paid in excess of its proportion-

5

667 F.2d 1038.

and several liability.

ing contribution claims to recover any'

.
.

7

out in the policy's
clause. See Id.

.

(Endnotes)
The pro rata approach

.

policy's text, an Oregon

strue the policy against the drafter.29
Applying

(holding successive insurers jointly and
severally liable to permanently disabled
employee).

searchfor hidden mean-

tended. If, after that examination, we
conclude

America, 524 P.2d 427, 431 (Wash. App.
1974) (holding two successive insurers
jointly and severally liable to policyholder
for a claim arising out of building dry rot);
Royal Globe Ins. Co. v. Industrial Accident
Comm'n, 403 P.2d 129, 132 (Cal. 1965)

standard CGL policy,

identify the ordinary meaning of the
term and examine both the immediate'
context in which it is used and the
broader context of the policy as a whole'
to determine whether there remains any
ambiguity

continuing injury context. See e.g., Gruol
Cons tr. Co. v. Insurance Co. of North

.
.

507 (Pa. 1993); Benoy Motor Sales, Inc. v.
Universal Underwriters
Ins. Co., 679
N.E.2d 414, 416-19 (III.App.), rev. denied,
Please continue on next page
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continued from page 6
686 N.E.2d 1158 (III. 1997); Rubenstein v.

Royal Ins. Co., 694 N.E.2d 381, 388 (Mass

court held that when two

20

See e.g., Insurance

Co. North America

1225 (6th Cir. 1980), clarified

.

covertigeand each policy

:

attempts to limit its cover-

age by reasonof the exis-

sub nom., 933 F.2d 1162 (3d Cir. 1991),

and aff'd on

denied,

454 U.s. 1109 (1981) ("The insurer's liability is not 'joint and several: it is individual.
and proportionate.").
See Uniroyal,

in the absence of other

v.

Inc., 633 F.2d 1212,

re'hrg, 657 F.2d 814 (6th Cir), cert.

.

Inc. v. Home Ins. Co., 707 F.

that fails to purchase insurance
riod, however,
risk incurred
would

is self-insuring
in that

period;

be receiving

for which

are to be disregarded.

otherwise

it

coverage for a period

absence of other coverage and each
policy attempts

While, as noted above, the insuring
agreement of the standard CGL policy
states that "the Company will pay on
behalf of the insured all sums which the

by reason ofthe

also requires that the insured's liability
result from "property
damage" or

Insurance

liability

to the applicable

limits of

Clearly, if an insurer desires to limit its li-

.

Forest

ability to only an allocable
insured's

Industries Ins. Exchange v. Viking.

Ins. Co., 82 Or. App. 615, 617-18,

728 P.2d

sualty
'27

Lamb-Weston,
added).

Co., 219 Or. 110, 346 P.2d 643

.

28

discussed above or substantially

language.

the other insurer was neither sued by the'
insured nor made a party to the action).

Thurman v. Signal Ins. Co., 260 Or. 524,
528 n.l, 491 P.2d 1002 (1971). Similarly,
plained:
In Lamb-Weston.

. . the court held

that when two insurance policies are
applicable to the same loss in the

.

29

Mutual of Enumclaw Ins. Co. v. Rohde,

.
.
.

how

see

and conditions.");

Co. v. Manufacturers
Exchange,

&

Wholesalers

Indem.

277,305,273

P.2d 212, 275 P.2d 226 (1954)

202 Or.

clear and unmistakable

policy

Even in Uniroyal, one of the

leading pro rata cases, the court acknowledged that the CGL policies at issue were

.

"nearly

.

silent on the allocation

issue and

give only scant assistance in determining

.
.
.

VOL.21, No.3

also 1-L Logging

language).

(2000) (citing Hoffman Construction Co.
v. Fred S. James & Co., 313 Or. 464, 469-

.

Ca-

869, 887,

(finding that the burden is on the insurer

.
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in the policy to

itself and it knows

exclusions

to draft

170 Or. App. 574, 578-79, 13 P.3d 1006

71,836 P.2d703 (1992)).

insurer

Co. v. Aetna

Co., 113 Wn.2d

how to protect

But Cf. Industrial Finishes & Systems, Inc.
v.American Universal Ins. Co., 79 Or. App.
614, 720 P.2d 382, aff'd on re'hrg, 80 Or.
App. 743, 724 P.2d 333 (1986) (applying'
Lamb-Weston analysis and finding insurer.
was liable for only one-half of the loss'
incurred by the insured despite the fact.

the

784 P.2d 507 (1990) ("The industry knows

219 Or. at 135 (emphasis:

to write

contains the" all sums"

the Oregon Court of Appeals has ex-

& Surety

of the

portion

then

that

943 (1986).

Inc. v. United Ins. Co.,

damages,

should include language
effect. See Boeing

.

Inc. v. Oregon Automobile

suring agreement

26

The

for the loss is then prorated

according

This assumes that the subject policy's in-

similar

insurance

each policy.

(1959).

language

existence of "other

clauses are to be disregarded.

"bodily injury" as defined in the policy.

650 A.2d 974, 988-90 (N.J. 1994).

to limit its coverage

the other

insurance,"

insured shall become legally obligated to
pay asdamages," the insuring agreement.

Lamb-Weston,

cert. denied, 507 U.S. 1030 (1993); Peter
J. Kalis, et aI., Policyholder's Guide to the
Law of Insurance Coverage, § 3.01 [B] at
3-11 and n.36 ("cases. . . involving continuous injuries typically have rejected the
insurers' attempt to use the 'other insurance' clause as a basis for derailing 'joint
and several' liability and allocating loss
to the policyholder"); but see Uniroyal,
707 F. Supp. at 1393 (finding that the
"other insurance" clause suggested a proportional allocation as between insurer
and insured).

for a pefor all the

it paid no premium. ").

See Owens-Illinois,

clause"), aff'd in part and rev'd in part

'
"
..f.'"
tenceoJ of.h.er Insurance,
the other insurance clauses

Supp. 1368, 1392 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) (" A firm'

25

It is important to distinguish between a
provision allocating liability among insurers, such as an "other insurance" clause,

applicable to the same loss

Forty-Eightlnsulations,

24

31

which is common, and a provision allocating liability between the insured and
the insurer, which is rarely if ever included
in a CGLpolicy. See New Castle County v.
Continental Cas. Co., 725 F.Supp. 800, 817
(D. Del. 1989) ("only rights among carriers are implicated by the 'other insurance'

* 18-19.

Id. at

23

.

insurancepolici(!sm;e
.,

19

22

Significantly, the term "all sums" is not
defined in the standardCGLpolicy.

2001 Ind. LEXIS 1115, * 17-19 (Ind. Dee. 20,

2001).

21

30

In. Lamh-Weston.. . . the

App. 1998).
18

.

the allocation
a continuous
1392.
32

of numerous
occurrence."

Hoffman, 313 Or. at470-71.

injuries from
707 F.Supp. at

8
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Why Appraisal Exchange in Condemnation Needs Fixing
By Mark].

Fucile of Stoel Rives LLP

In a condemnation trial, appraisers are.
usually the stars of the show. Although
I
there are often important issues that in- .
fluence the appraisartestimony-such
as .
whether the property contains wetlands.
or whether an upward zone change is .
probable-ultimately
everything comes:
down to valuation. In fact. the jury in a .
typical condemnation case only receives:
a one-line
verdict.
1
form asking it to fill'
T
.. .1 j e legis tat ure conc.. l u d ed th a t tr la'.'I
.
In a number representing
constitu. by ambush was inappropriate
In
tional "just compeneminent domain cases because they:

n

.

.

:

sation"

for the ac-

owner's

Given this context, knowing what.
the appraisers are going to say at trial is
critical. Yet, until 1997, condemnation'

.,

Chapter 35.1, 2 In dOing so, the Leglsla-

. ture created three interlocking rings of
appraisal disclosure:

.

two private parties.

remaining'

property.

:

. were not simply disputes between'

"quisition involved.
and any associated'
damages
to the.

Mark J. Fucile

. a citizen's right to "just compensation"
. under the Federal and State Constitutions
. is determined when the government
. takes private property involuntarily. In
short, the Legislature found that vindi. cating citizens' rights shouldn't be a
. game.
In 1997, therefore, the Legislature
: passed Senate Bill 1036, which amended
. several key passages ofthe Oregon Con. demnation Code that are found in ORS

.

ofthecourtroom,takethewitnessstand

.

and

on

.

.

elaborately prepared written appraisal'
reports. Opposing counsel would then.
usually be afforded a few minutes to

.

present

their

testimony

based

trials in Oregon shared a key element.

thumb through the appraiser's report and.

with their other civil counterparts-there'

work file before beginning cross-examination.
In 1997, the Legislature decided to
take the "ambush" out of condemnation
trials. The Legislature recognized that.
"trial by ambush" has long been a hall-

.

mark of Oregon

.

was no expert disclosure or discovery. Instead, it was "trial by ambush," with the'
accent on "ambush" in light of the important role played by appraisal testimony in these cases.
In many

trials,

neither

side

.

:
.

:

even'

knew who was going to be testifying for:
the opposing party, let alone what they.
were going to say. Instead, the appraisers would simply walk through the door.

:

civil practice.

But, it con-

cluded this was inappropriate in eminent:
domain cases because they were not simply disputes between two private parties.
Rather, the condemnation process is how.

.

.

:
:
.

:

.

Under
what
became
ORS
35.346(2), a condemning government agency is now required to
provide the property owner with
the appraisal report upon which
the agency based its statutory prefiling offer at the same time that
the pre-filing offer is presented.3
Under
what
became
ORS
35.346(4), the property owner is required to provide the agency with
its appraisal reports by at least 60
days before trial.4
Under what became 35.346(5)(b),
the Legislature included a "catchall" provision requiring disclosure
of all appraisals.S

Please continue on next page
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continued from page 8

Senate Bill 1036 also included a remedial provision
for the failure to ex-

.

.

.

.

change appraisals. In what is now ORs .
35.346(5)(a), the failure by either the'
agency to provide its initial appraisal re-

. theless, even after being sanctioned in
. one case,9 the government agencies involved continue to advance the view that
. they are free to "ambush."
So what's the solution? Governmen. tal and property owners' counsel could

:

.

port or the property owner to provide'
its reports "shall prohibit the use of the.
appraisal in arbitration

or at trial."6

: continue

So, you may be asking, what is the.
problem? The problem is this: Although'
s.enate Bill.1036 clearly addressed the ini-

: ...unless

the government agency:
'J-, h
. d
proVl ~s t ese revIse or new
apprmsals to the property owner.
before trial, the "ambush" is put:
back into the trial.

versions of the original reports or com-.

.

new reports.

to litigate this issue at the trial

. court level and simply wait for appellate

tlal appraisal report that a government.
agency must now provide a property:
owner at the outset of a condemnation.
case and the property owner's appraisal:
reports that must be exchanged 60 days.
before trial, it is ambiguous as to the:
point that the government agency must.
provide the property owner with revised'
pletely

der its inherent
ability to regulate
pretrial discovery under UTCR 6.010.8 None-

authority to devel?p. Gove.rnment~1
. counsel could continue to fight their

: rearguard

action by arguing that the Leg-

neys over the past few years that'

islature had the opportunity to clarify
when the government's revised and new
. appraisal reports must be exchanged and,
: for whatever reason, did not. Property
. owners' counsel, by contrast, will continue to rely on the clear record that the

creates an injustice, I think, to

.

the land owner.

It also eliminates'

Legislature contemplated
of exchange

before

full reciprocity

trial.10

Given the critical role of appraisal.
testimony at condemnation
trials, this'
ambiguity has very real practical conse-.
quences. The appraisers who prepared'
the original precondemnation
reports.
often completely revise their analysis to'
take into account such factors as new.
"comparable sales", changes in the con-'
dition of the property and new land use.

in condemnation
proceedings
trial by ambush. It requires full'
disclosures of appraisals ahead.
of time. Right now if you try a
condemnation
matter, you get.
the appraisal of the other side'
as that appraiser is taking the.
witness stand or shortly after'
they testify. We did away with.

As with most discovery issues, however, an appellate decision is not likely
to focus squarely on this issue unless it
. arises in the procedural context of a mandamus petition. Ironically, therefore, because the government agencies involved
have uniformly lost this issue at the trial
court level, property owners have not had
to seek appellate review by way of man-

regulations

that

.

that

may affect

value.

Fur-'

ther, on more complex cases, government.
agencies

often

commission

a second-'

and in some cases a third-appraisal
ter litigation

Most

is put back into the'

trial. Moreover, it is "ambush" with a
perverse twist-only
the government is

doing the "ambushing."
This is clearly not what the Legisla-

ture had in mind. Rather, in the words of:
Senate Bill 1036's sponsor, Senator Neil.
Bryant of Bend, the Legislature contem"This bill [Senate Bill 1036]
is a bill that I am happy to sponsor to correct a tactic that has
been used by condemning attor-

government

.

agencies

in Or-

damus.

At the same time,

issue repetitively

.

Therefore, unless the government:
agency provides these revised or new'
appraisals to the property owner before:

plated full reciprocity of exchange:

on valua-

this bill will also do that."7

af-

has begun.

trial, the "ambush"

in the tax court

tion issues many years ago, and:

.

egon exchange their revised and new.
appraisal reports at 60 days before trial'
as well. But, a few-most
notably and.

litigating

this

imposes costs on both

the parties and the courts.
The Legislature, therefore,
wise to amend ORs 35.346(5)

would
further

be
to

explicitly require government agencies to
provide property owners with all of their
revised or new appraisal reports at the

.

same

revised and new reports at trial, or, in
. essence, they are free to "ambush" the:

.

duce their reports-60
days before trial.
The Legislature clearly had full reciproc-

.

property owner.

.

enacted Senate Bill 1036. With a complex

:

There is no appellate authority yet:
on this issue. But, it has been litigated at
the trial court level in several counties:

.

and, frankly, somewhat esoteric area like
condemnation procedure, however, it is
not particularly surprising that the Legis-

around the State. The government

.

ironically

the State

: tion thatthey

itself-take

the posi-

only have to produce their.

.

.

agen-

: cies have always lost-with the trial:
. courts either finding Senate Bill 1036 re: quired advance disclosure of the reports:
.

involved or that the court could do so un-

point

property

owners

must

pro-

ity of exchange in mind in 1997 when it

.
.

lature did not fully grasp the significant
role that government agencies' revised
or second appraisals play at trial. Having
spoken forcefully in 1997, the Legislature
should speak forcefully once again. BePlease continue on next page
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continued from page 9
cause property owners' constitutional'
right to just compensation is at stake, the:
Legislature

should

out of condemnation
all. 0

take

the

"ambush"

No. CCVOO12588;City of Medford v.
Dubs, Jackson County Circuit Court
Case No. 001312-E-2; State v. Stearns,
Washington
County Circuit Court
Case No. COO-0319CV;State v. SIMA
Mountain
View LLC, Deschutes
County Circuit Court Case No.
01 CV0284AB. The author litigated
this issue against the State in the
Spring of this year. Despite being presented with most of the preceding
trial court opinions, the State offered
no trial court opinions in response
supporting the proposition that it
could withhold its revised or new appraisal reports until trial.

.

trials once and for'

(Endnotes)

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

Senate Bill 1036 was sponsored by'
State Senator Neil Bryant of Bend..
See Final Status Report for Senate'
and House Measures, 69th Or Legis-.
lative Assembly, Reg Sess (1997) at S-'
201. It was enacted as Chapter 797.
of the 1997 Oregon session laws and,'
as noted, was codified in ORS Chapter 35. The complete
legislative'
record, including committee hearing.
tapes, is available from the State Ar-'
chives.
Senate Bill 1036 amended several'
other important aspects of Oregon.
condemnation
procedure as well-'
including altering the timing of re-:
qui red precondemnation
offers of.
settlement by public agencies and:
placing controls on public agencies'.
ability to "amend
down"
the:
amount stated in a complaint as just.
compensation.
See Or Laws 1997, ch 797, § 1(2).
Id. § 1(4).
Id. § 1(5)(b).
Id. § 1(5)(a).
Testimony of Senator Bryant before.
the House Transportation Committee:
on June 16,1997.
See State v. Henderson, Josephine'
County Circuit Court Case No. 98-.
CV0267; State v. Suva, Washington'
County Circuit Court Case No. C97-.
1314CV; State v. Houston, Washing-'
ton County Circuit Court Case No..
COO-0402CV; State
v. Zemke,'
Jefferson County Circuit Court Case.
No. 99CV-0028; Marion County Dis-'
trict 241 v. Taylor, Polk County Circuit.
Court Case No. 99P1675; Oregon City'
School District No. 62 v. Hess,.
Clackamas County Circuit Court Case'

.

9

See State v. Stearns, Washington

County Circuit Court Case No. COO0319CV, supra, Order on Defendant's
Motion to Compel, filed July 25,
2001, at 2.
10 ORS 174.020(b) provides unequivocally that "[t]o assist a court in its construction of a statute, a party may
offer the legislative history of the
statute."
ORS 174.020(c), in turn,
reads, in relevant part: "A court shall
give the weight to legislative history
thatthe court considers to be appropriate." These provisions, which were
enacted by the Legislature in 2001,
afford a somewhat
broader approach to the use of legislative history than the Supreme Court took in
PGE v. Bureau of Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606, 610-12, 859 P2d
1143 (1993) (" PGE"). In PGE, the Supreme Court took the view that a
reviewing court should only resort to
legislative history when the intent of
the Legislature was not plain on the
face of the statute involved. Here,
property owners' counsel have generally argued that consideration of
legislative history is required under
PGE in any event because
ORS
35.346(5)(b) is ambiguous on its face
as to the point at which a government agency must provide a property owner with its revised or new
appraisal reports prior to trial.
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The Deponent to Guess
By David B. Markowitz and Lynn R. Nakamoto

We all prepare witnesses at depositions'
to avoid guessing, speculating, responding to incomplete hypothetical questions,

and jumping to conclusions. When the.
deponent is our client, we cringe at guesswork. And, if the deponent is adverse to
our client, we track down actual knowl-

.
.
.
.

.
.

swer, and such questions can be a valu-

.

The questions we are talking about.
are those such as, "What is your best'
guess as to why X happened?" or "Would'
you guess that defendant was or was not.
speeding before the accident?" or "If A
and B were the case, what would you.
guess took place next?" Such questions'
openly call for guesses. They are subject.
to objections that the question calls for.
speculation, that the question lacks foundation establishing personal knowledge,
or that the question is based on an incomplete hypothetical. When objections'
are raised, the questions and answers.

:
.

:

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

tions can be asked in depositions. That is .
because of amendments to FRCP30 and.

: local deposition

edge if we don't like the answer to a'
question. Some attorneys even begin.
their depositions by disclaiming any interest in obtaining guesses from the deponent. Yet, there are circumstances.
when demanding the deponent's speculation and guesswork pays dividends in
terms of efficiency and real (and admissible) knowledge about the relevant facts'
in a case. Under the federal rules and 10cal practice, questions calling for guesses'
are not subject to instructions not to anable tool in depositions.

clearly are not admissible. Although indisputably improper in form, such ques-

practice in state court:
cases and because they are designed to
lead to admissible evidence.

Grounds for directing a deponent.
not to answer a question in federal court.
are circumscribed. Under FRCP 30(d)(1),
any objection "must be stated concisely'
and in a non-argumentative and non-suggestive manner," and the deponent may'
be instructed not to answer "only when.
necessary to preserve a privilege, to enforce a limitation directed by the court,
or to present a motion under Rule.
30(d)(4)." The grounds for a motion under Rule 30(d)(4) are a showing that the.
deposition is being conducted in bad:

faith or "in such a manner as unreasonably to annoy, embarrass, or oppress the.
deponent or party." None of the grounds'
provided in FRCP 30(d) serve to justify an
instruction not to answer a question calling for a guess.
Similarly, under state law, the.
Multnomah County Deposition Guidelines state:
"OBJECTIONS: ORCP 39(d) creates a mechanism so that the
attorney whose question is objected to may accept the objection as an invitation to correct

.

:
.

:

.

.
.

.

:

an alleged defect in the questions; rejection of the invitation
may result in the exclusion of the
question and answer at trial.
Attorneys should not state anything more than the legal
grounds for the objection to preserve the record, and the objection should be made without
comment to avoid contamination of the answers of the witness. Argument in response to
the objection is neither necessary nor desirable.
INSTRUCTIONS NOT TO AN-

.

SWER: The only basis for an instruction not to answer a question reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence is in response to
an attempt by the attorney taking the deposition to inquire
into an area of privacy right,
Please continue on next page
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ASK THEDEPONENTTO GUESS
continued from page 11
privilege, an area protected by
the constitution, statute, work
product, or questioning amounting to harassment of the witness.
Any other objection to inquiry,
such as lack of foundation, competence, asked and answered,
etc., can be preserved with recitation of a brief objection."
Thus, in state and federal cases, although one can object to questions calling for speculation, the deponent cannot
be instructed not to answer on that basis.
Although the immediate question
requiring the deponent to guess and the
responsive guess themselves are likely
inadmissible, the line of questioning that
follows can lead quickly to admissible
evidence. This sort of testimony requires
the deponent to search out the most
likelyexplanation or set of circumstances,
or at least one that is more probable than
others. The deponent does so based on a
limited set of information and assumptions, and the next question elicits the
relevant causal factors or other facts and
assumptions that the deponent relied
upon in making the guess. Thiseliminates
the more laborious process of the questioner, through multiple questions, narrowing the universe of potential relevant
facts that might have had some bearing
on the issue; instead, the deponent discloses them, at least from his or her perspective. The follow-up questions and
answers can then be structured to provide evidence regarding the underlying
facts from which inferences can be drawn
for the factfinder. Asking a few questions
that would be subject to objections in the
deposition can provide a shortcut to valuable admissible evidence. 0
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Part One:

A PRIMER ON E-vide-n.c.e.
"E":

the now-omnipresent prefix signifying all things electronic, digital,
and computer related

~<

"vide":

Latin for I see

"
"
n.c.e. :

no clue exactly a/k/ a clueless

By James P. Flynn and Sheldon M. Finkelstein]
This is the first part of a 2-part article reprinted by permission
(c) 2002 American Bar Association.

Thisisaprimeronsomeofthebasicquestions that one must address in dealing.
with electronic information and records'
in the course

of litigation.

It is meant

to

. I.

:

of the American

Bar Association from the Winter 2002,

WhyAPrimer?BecauseltlsA
Brave New World
A primer can be of great service to

us all. For the more experienced

all be so important).

:

keeping

The questions

: world

practices.

that arise for many.

techno phobic litigators now circleabout'
with the dizzying speed of a DSLor cable.
modem:
.

.

.

How do we apply to the lessons.
of McCormick to records on a

Are records kept in an electronic'
database that are never printed.
a document subject to discovery,
admissible in evidence,
hensible in any way?

com pre-

it can

provide

a

in which to develop an un-

derstanding of how litigation works in
actual cases- even when those cases deal.
with the virtual reality of the computer.
More importantly, a primer like this,
which outlines the basic elements of the'

:

:
.

.
.
.

.

. for litigation planning can assist magis-

.

.

: mise with an adversary; the suggestions:
:
.
.

trate judges in roping in the litigants and'
lawyers who believe that this new world.
exists outside time-tested rules and pro-:

knows what E- stands for, and we can.
look at a pile of disks and print outs and'
say I see it, but do we know how to con-

are so

judgments,

and to risk the im-

position of sanctions for failure to pro-

duce, or for destruction of, available files.
Attorneys also risk charges of malpractice by frustrated clients forfailing to represent their interests adequately by not
using modern technology to discover the
otherwise obvious and critical electron ically-stored evidence. Pooley & Shaw, The
Emerging Law of Computer Networks:
Finding Out What's There-Technical and
Prop. L.J. 57,60-61 (Fall 1995).
II.

cedures, and the simple outlines can be.
given to clients to educate them on how'

retrieval systems and procedures

a dis-

Legal Aspects of Discovery,4 Tex. Intell.

Readin' (As In Seeing
That Will Apply)
A.

. and why their document retention and.
We suppose that almost everybody'

And we begin

cussion that should not be ignored because for a modern litigator to ignore
intangible, electronic data is to risk losing otherwise winnable cases, to risk exposing clients to expensive and otherwise

: avoidable

issues and answers the questions arising.
in electronic discovery, can be a tool for'
aillitigators. The common language and.
lessons can provide a basis for com pro-

.
Macintosh?

.

.

What is discoverable now that.
we can download?

of computers,

framework

edition of Litigation,

. legal arguments that will win), and
. 'rithmetic (as in adding up and assigning
. the costs, and figuring out why this can

litigator:

explain how some of the rules of discov- . still struggling to retrieve his or her own'
ery and evidence apply, or can be applied,
voicemails, it can provide a way to transto such information and records so that.
late past discovery successes into the.
litigation may proceed with the same:
brave new world of paperless documents.
confidence it did before this e-volution . For the new young associate raised in the.
in our record

Volume 28, No.2,

Rule 34 - What
Document?

The Rules

is a

[T]odayit is black letter law that com-

.

puterized

data is discoverable

if relevant.

very important.
. Anti-Monopoly, Inc. v. Hasbro, Inc., 1995
So, like any good primer should, this'
U.S.Dist. LEXIS16355at *4 (S.D.N.Y.Nov.

.

quer it? Often, we have n.c.e. - no clue'

one will address the three Rs -

readin'

(as in seeing the rules that will apply),

exactly where to begin. And that is the.
'ritin' (as in how the rules can be used to.
point of this article.
. draft discovery requests, deposition no-'

.

tices, document retention policies, and.

.

.

3, 1995). Is that because computer

data

is discoverable as a document?
Yes.
The basic building block of civil dis-

covery - at least in so far as the issue of
Please continue on next page
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electronic discovery is considered - is the.
document. Whether one considers the.
obligation of initial disclosure under Rule.
26, the response to an interrogatory requesting identification
of business'
records, or the items that a deponent may:
need to produce at a deposition under'
Rule 30 or Rule 45, understanding what:
constitutes a document is essential.
Rule 34(a) defines documents as ineluding writings, drawings, graphs,
charts, photographs, phonorecords, and:
other data compilations from which in-

:
.

:
.
.

formation can be obtained, translated,

:

if necessary, by the respondent through.
detection devices, into reasonably usable:
form. Rule 34(a) (emphasis added). That.
would seem, in its generalities and open-

.

ended language of inclusivity,to cover.
most electronic evidence. Indeed, the lan-

:

guage concerningdata compilationswas.
added to the rule to keep the rule in ac-

. Fed. R. Civ. P. 34. Id. at 640 (emphasis
added). Moreover, in Kleiner v. Burns,

:
.

2000 WL 1909470, at *4 (D. Kan. Dec 15,
the District Court of Kansas re-

.

cently provided a list of discoverable elec-

.

As used by the [Fed. R.Civ.P.26]
advisory committee, computerized data and other electronically recorded information includes, but is not limitedto: voice
mail messages and files, backup
voice mail files, e-mail messages
and files, backup e-mail files,
deleted e-mails, data files, program files, backup and archival
tapes, temporary files, system
history files, web site information stored in textual, graphical
or audio format, web site log
files, cache files, cookies, and
other electronically recorded information. The disclosing party
shall take reasonable steps to
ensure that it disclosesany backup copies or files or archival
tapes that will provide information about any deleted electronic data.

: 2000),

: tronic information:

.

cord with changing technology. Fed.R. .
Civ. P. 34, Advisory Committee Notes,

cludes internal memoranda, correspondence, reports, statements, charts, graphs, lists,
drafts, outlines, applications,
summaries, and compilations,
and also includes any record or
compilation of information of
any kind or description however
made, produced, or reproduced,
or stored whether by hand or by
any electronic, photographic,
magnetic, optical, mechanical,
computer or other process or
technology. Documents can take
the form of any medium on
which information
can be
stored, including, without limitation, computer memory, computer disk, film, paper, photographs, tape recordings, video
tapes and video discs.

.

[Linnen v. A.H. Robbins Co., 1999
Mass. Super. LEXIS240, *4 n.3].

1970 Amendment.
But that language was adopted in'
1970, before e-mails, Palm Pilots, the.
World Wide Web, cache files, cookies (the'
computer kind), blackberries (again the:
computer kind). spam (ditto-hungry'
yet?) and the like. So, to quote the title:
of a notable article, the question is IsRule'
34 Up To The Task? Hon. Shira A.
Scheindlin & Jeffrey Rabkin, Electronic.
Discovery in Federal Civil Litigation: Is

Because courts have accepted this'
broad view, requesting parties can get.
your documents off your computers even'
if you don't collect them. A requesting.
party may make copies of such documents during a physical and electronic.
inspection of the computer of an adver-'

: sary, as a computer

stated that did not intend the list to be

found by at least one court to be subject.

exhaustive. Id. n.6.

: to inspection under a state discovery rule:

Rule 34 Up To The Task? 41 B.C L. Rev. . permitting entry upon designated land.
327 (March 2000).
or other property. Jacob P. Hart &Anna:
Do these technologies fit within.
Marie Plum, Litigating the Production of
what the rules contemplate is a docuElectronic Media: 'Disk-covery' Issues for:

:
:

ment? We said Yes, because almost all

Id. at *4 (citation omitted). The court

system has been:

.

the 21st Century, in ALl-ABA Course of

So now that you understand what a
document is,you must understand what
you might have to do with it in the early

.

stages of litigation.

. B. Rule 26 - Just because it's a

electronic information is stored in the'
Study Materials for CivilPracticeand Liti-:
Document, do I have to produce
form of binary numerals, that is, a series.
gation Techniques in Federal & State.
it?
of zeros and ones inside the computer, . Courts, November 2000 (citing Strasser v.'
1. Rule 26(a) Disclosure
floppy disk or CD. Scheindlin & Rabkin, . Yalamanchi, 669 So.2d 1142, 1143 (Fla. .
Obligations
supra, at 333. Thus, all electronic inforDist. Ct. App. 1996) (emphasis added».:
As initial disclosures of informamation is, in some sense, a data compila- .
Infact, courts recently have shown a . tion have now become mandatory, an ex-

:

tion, an acknowledgedtrigger for Rule:
34 obligations.
Courts have endorsed broad
definitions of documents:
The term document is used in
this request in its broadest sense
under Mass. R.Civ.P. 34 and in-

.

tendency to permit electronic discovery: amination of the law dealing with Rule
so broad that it includes documents that,

.

. in some sense, don't exist anymore. For:

.

example, the District Court in Simon Prop-

26 disclosures and e-vidence is in order.

The Rules,amended as of December 1,

.

2000, demand our attention.

: ertyGroupL.P.v.mySimon,lnc.,194F.R.D.:
First, under amended Rule
. 639 (S.D.Ind.2000),held that computer. 26(a)(1)(A),
a party isrequiredto disclose

: records, including records that have been:
.

'deleted: are records discoverable under.

the name, address and telephone number of each individual likely to have disPlease continue on next page
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coverable information that the disclosing'
voluntarily disclosed.
the proportionality and balancing ideas
party may use to support its claims or'
Of course, the disclosure aspects of . found in Rule 26(b)(2):
defenses, unless solely for impeachment.
. Rule 26 are counter-balanced by the proWith electronic evidence, it is all the more:
tective aspects of the Rule.
The frequency or extent of use
important that one should convince adof the discovery methods otherversaries and magistrate judges that the'
2. Limits on Discovery Under Rule'
wise permitted under these rules
26(b) and (c)
Rule requires, almost as a matter of .
and by any local rule shall be limited by the court if it determines
course, the identification of corporate'
Pure electronic evidence may be
that: (i) the discovery sought is
parties' MIS managers as persons with.
outside a literal reading of the scope of .
unreasonably cumulative or dudiscoverable information. For those re- . discovery because Rule 26(b)(1) implies a
plicative, or is obtainable from
calcitrant opposing parties who will not.
tangibility test:
some other source that is more
provide such information
readily, one'
may couple his own Rule 26 disclosures.
convenient, less burdensome, or
Parties may obtain discovery rewith a Statement of Expected Disclosures'
garding . . . the existence, deless expensive; (ii) the party seekunder Rule 26. Those really are nothing.
scription, nature, custody, condiing discovery has had ample opmore than interrogatories.
But when'
tion, and location of any books,
portunity by discovery in the action to obtain the information
properly couched and titled as reminddocuments, or other tangible
ers of required volunteering of informa- .
things. . . .
sought; or (iii) the burden or extion, magistrates and adversaries rarely:
pense of the proposed discovery
[Rule 26(b)(1) (emphasis added)].
will contend that they should be counted'
outweighs its likely benefit, takagainst the maximum of twenty five ining into account the needs of the
case, the amount in controversy,
terrogatories permitted under Rule 33(a).'
Indeed, arguing for a restrictive view
Second,
under
amended
Rule'
of Rule 26(b)(1) may be easier now in .
the parties' resources, the importance of the issues at stake in the
26(a)(1)(B), one must produce, or describe.
light of the recent amendments.
The
litigation, and the importance of
and state the location of, all documents,
. amendments have narrowed the scope'
data compilations, and tangible things in . of discovery; where once parties could
the proposed discovery in resolving the issues.
the possession, custody, or control of the'
obtain discovery regarding any matter, .
party that the disclosing party may use.
not privileged, which is relevant to the
These rules have only just begun to
to support its claims or defenses, unless'
subject matter involved in the pending
solely for impeachment.
If we assume.
action, whether it relates to the claim or
be invoked in cases involving electronic
evidence.
that document includes all manner of . defense ofthe party seeking discovery or
electronically stored information, that.
to the claim or defense of any other party, .
obligation takes on new meaning in the'
now the Rules only permit discovery
III. 'Ritin' (As In How To Draft
Policies, Discovery Requests,
digital age. Let's focus on the concept of . which is relevant to the claim or defense'
description and location and leave pro- . of any party. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). A
And Legal Arguments
That Will
duction until later.
. party wishing to expand the scope of dis-'
Win)
As seen earlier, a computer system'
covery now must obtain a court order
A. Understanding the Technology
to that you can talk to your
could be a place, though not on any map, . based on good cause. Id.
that is subject to inspection. Thus, when'
Rule 26(b)(2) states that discovery
Client, your Adversary, and the
you receive Rule 26 disclosures from an . may be limited if the court determines'
Court

.

:

.

that the discovery

ments, demand that the location of the.
electronic versions be provided as well,
down to the particular PC or network:

.

cumulative or duplicative, obtainable:
from a less burdensome source, or if the.
burden or expense of the proposed dis-

drives or even the individual drives on

.

covery outweighs its likelybenefit. More-

PCs. Additionally, when an opposing:
party merely describes the nature and,
location of documents rather than producing copies, many of us get annoyed.
at not being given handy copies. View the
same as an invitation to demand on-site.

over, a party or person from whom discovery is sought can move for a protective order pursuant to Rule 26(c) to proteet that party or person from annoyance,
. PC hard disk can store up to two million
. embarrassment,
oppression or undue'
pages of text, Scheindlin & Rabkin, suburden or expense.
. pra, at 335, a single eight-millimeter

adversary

computer

describing

inspections

the location

and follow

of docu-

up with'

reminder statements
and depositions.
seeking this information even when not

sought

is unreasonably

:

And finally, the computer

age is ex-

actly what is needed to have parties rely.
upon, and courts begin to give teeth to,

1. The Number

of Records

In past years, before the widespread use of computer record keeping
and e-mails, many businesses simply could

:
. not, and consequently did not, retain
: such records on paper. But now, one CD. ROM disk can store approximately
: 325,000 pages of text and the average

.

backup

tape can maintain

the equivalent

of 1500 boxes of paper, Corinne L.
Giacobbe, Note: Allocating Discovery
Please continue on next page
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. as Shakespeare

Costs in the Computer Age: Deciding
Who Should Bear The Costs of Discovery'
of Electronically Stored Data, 57 Wash. &
Lee L. Rev. 257, 263 (Winter 2000), and'
[o]n a single, ten square inch hard drive,
more information can be stored than'
would fit on an entire floor of a buildEvidence: To Produce or Not to Produce, .
That is The Question, 21 Whittier L. Rev. .
463 (1999).
Indeed, the proliferation of records'
was perhaps nowhere more startlingly.
and ironically
seen than in U.S. v. .

Microsoft, where the Government collected in discovery over three million'
documents, many of them e-mails, to use:
against the software giant. Aulletta,'
World War 3.0; Microsoft and Its Enemies:
(2001), at 55 and 389. Though Microsoft.
argued that the Government's case:
relie[d] heavily on snippets of Microsoft.
e-mail messages that are taken out of
id. at 67, these

e-mails formed

a

--information

:

:

.

-

after they have been deleted

[Aulletta,
World
War 3.0;
Microsoft and Its Enemies (2001),
at 218]

One may suggest that lawyersshould
strenuously vet company e-mail, caution:
employees to watch what they write, and,
be an integral part of developing record:
keeping policies long before the Govern-.
ment (or anyone else) ever becomes inin a client.

-

--

[The computer] simply finds the
data's entry in the disk directory
and changes it to a not used status - thus permitting the computer to write over the deleted
data. Until the computer writes
over the deleted data, however,
it may be recovered by searching the disk itself rather than the
disk's directory. Accordingly,
many files are recoverable long

yers . . . From the moment government agencies started eyeing
Microsoft in 1990, Bill Gates' father told friends,
[William]
Neukom[, Microsoft's General
Counsel,] and the lawyers should
have more strenuously vetted
the company e-mail and cautioned employees to watch what
they wrote.

terested

-

intact:

suggested,

when looking for culprits it's not
a bad idea to start with the law-

ing, KimberlyD. Richard,Note: Electronic:

context,

-

-

See

Pooley

&

.

-

even if neither the computer
user nor the computer itself is
aware of their existence. Such
data is referred to as residual
data.
[Id.]

Additionally, certain computer files

: such as cookies or cache files, are auto-

.

matically

created

when

one

uses the

central support for the District Court's:
Shaw,supra, at 65 (If a company waits'
Internet and thus exist without any infindings because [e]ven in <;."ontext,to . until it is embroiled in litigation before.
tent or indeed sometimes any knowledge
read many of Microsoft's internal e-mails . it closely analyzes exactly what is stored:
of the computer user.
is to be struck by their arrogance. Id. at . in its files, it will be too late. Any review.
Thus, to be able to conduct discov73. Even if they were not direct evidence'
needs to be conducted by both technical:
ery in the electronic age, you must inof illegality, they became important in- . and legal personnel to sensitize the com- . crease your vocabulary. Where in the
gredients in spicing up the Government's:
pany to the risksinvolved in its conduct.). . past, you may have been able to ask of
proofs of anti-competitive behavior, in-.
To do so, a lawyer must understand.
your client, or in written discovery, or in
tent and lack of credibility of Microsoft's'
the types of records at issue.
. a deposition, for the identification of
witnesses. Id.; see also id. at 209 (quot- .
memoranda, reports, correspondence
ing trial judge as stating, Truth be told, a . 2. The Types of Records
. and other writings, today you need to be
lotof Microsoft'switnesseswere not cred-.
There are many different types of
conversant with all manner of records
ible. They were testifying in the teeth of . computer records.
. existing only in some cyber-form:
e-mails that said something else. . '.
For example, most word processor:
Some definitions and descriptions of
[Whatever Microsoft's prospects on ap- . programs automatically store prior drafts'
peal, the record contains the damaging:
of written documents, as well as the time:
electronic information (which does not
implications of loosely phrased e-mails . and dates of past edits and the name of . include voice mail) are necessary before
the person who made those edits.
analyzing discovery issues relating to it.
and other electronic evidence.]

:
:

:

If the company that has so dominated the e-world can itself become the:
victim of electronic communications and.

record keeping, we must all strive to better understand and control our burgeoning electronic

.

:
.

MitchellL.Rev.939,946-48(2000).

.

Moreover, '[d]eleting' a file does not:
actually erase that data from the.

.

fact, the computer essentially leaves the.

.

records. This is especially:

true for us lawyerswho may (unfairly)
bear the brunt of the blame when such'
items are used against those who created
them:

:

Scheindlin & Rabkin, supra, at 335. This'
data is also known as replicant data. See:
ACTIVEDATA consist of information
Carey Sirota Mayer and Kari L. Wraspir, . readily available and accessible to com'E-Discovery' Preparing Clients For (And:
puter users through file manager proProtecting Them Against) Discovery In . grams.
The Electronic Information Age, 26 Wm.

: computer's

:
.

storage devices. Id. at 337. In

:

EMBEDDED
DATAor METADATA
consist of information contained within
an electronic version of a document that
may not be apparent in a print-out, such
as the date the document was created,
Please continue on next page
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the identity of the author, the identity'
of subsequent editors, the distribution:
route for the document, or the history'
of editorial changes.

:
.

REPLICANTDATA are copies automatically made and saved to the user's
hard drive.

:
.
:
.

RESIDUAL DATAare deleted files to'

For those who want an even simpler'
breakdown,
remember that there are:
two essential types of computer records'
into which the above subcategories fit;
computer stored records (active data,
replicant data, residual data, backup:
data, and legacy data) and computergenerated records (cache files, cookies,:
and embedded data/metadata).
With some basic understanding
of

dards to promote consistent
record keeping and ease later
retrieval.

:
.

[Mayer and Wraspir, supra, at 95460].

.
Those simple steps should be part of
. a systematic approach to understanding
. a company's electronic records and re-

which the reference has been removed.
what you might want to look for, you can.
sources. A company must begin, long
from the directory listings and the file'
then go see your client.
. before litigation commences:
allocation table, but which have not been.
Learning how its systems work
overwritten.
. 3. Talking to your Client
(hardware and software) and
Your first discovery requests, and.
BACK-UP DATA consist of informa- . your most important ones, are not the'
the location in which data are
stored (mainframe, LANs, PCs,
tion copied to removable media in the . ones served on an adversary. These are.
event of a system failure, usually only of . the ones that you ask of your client when'
tapes, disks, etc.)
data on a centralized storage medium or . you first discuss a new matter. The die is
. Creating a system or series of
. often cast in that first interaction as to .
network, and frequently in compressed
form.
whether electronic discovery will be an
rules for creating, storing, locating and retrieving different
. easy or difficult task for your client.
types of information
LEGACYDATAconsist of informa-'
In an excellent presentation of how:
tion stored on media that can no longer.
to prepare and protect clients in the elec- .
Establishing and implementing
be accepted or organized in a format that:
tronic age, Carey Mayer and KariWraspir
an information creation/retencan be read usingcurrent software.
lay some basic commonsense ground.
In addition, in connection with the'
rules that clients should follow:
tion/destruction policy or plan

.

:

:

:

:

.

internet, there are a few specific types.
of electronic information.
BOOKMARKS are one-click short-

cuts created by the user and stored on

.
.
.

the user's computer.
CACHE FILES are

.
a record

of

.

about the.

user placed in a file by a web-site opera-

tor.
[New York State Bar Association.
Commercial and Federal Litigation'
Section Committee

on Federal Pro-

.

:

Advise employees against profligate dissemination, even internally, of confidential information by email.

.

.

policy

that

deletes

and

over-

.
.
.

destruction

those

evant to identified
sies.

.

records

rel-

controver-

Uniform document naming stan-

.

.

.
.

.

Educating employees on any
implemented plan and on potential liability of company
based on electronic information,
including the use and abuse of
email
Periodically"inspecting policy or
plan to determine its strengths/
weaknesses and employees'
compliance.

[Pooley & Shaw,supra, at 65-66]

Adopt, and stick to, a reasonable'
electronic document retention:
writes other records on a regularly scheduled basis but includes.
protocols for exempting from:

cedure, Does Discoveryof Electronic'
Information Require Amendments to
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure?
February
22, 2001 (hereinafter
NYSBA Report)]

Train employees to view e-mail
used for business purposes as
formal correspondence.

internet addresses visited by the user and
graphic elements on those pages created'
and stored automatically by the user's'
computer.
COOKIESare information

Monitor employee e-mail use
and strive to ensure that the use.
is limited to work-related mes- .
sages.

.

There are resources available to you
to quickly provide your clients with an

.

outline

.

information and how best
to address such issues early in litigation.
As to one's duty regarding electronic information, the ABA Civil Discovery Stan-

of the duties

: ing electronic

they

have regard-

.

dards

:

devoted to technology. These standards
include the duty to preserve electronic
information:

.

(August

1999)

include

a section

Please continue on next page
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a. Duty to Preserve

Electronic

i. A party's duty to take reasonable steps to preserve potentially relevant documents. . . also
applies to information contained
or stored in an electronic medium orformat, including a computer word-processing
document, storage medium, spreadsheet, database and electronic
mail.
ii.

Thus, attorneys for corporate litigants should routinely advise their clients.
. to preserve their electronic information'
. when they become aware of a potential
claim. NYSBA Report, at 6 (citing:

.

Information.

.

Feldman, The Essentials of Computer Discovery, at III.A., American Bar Association:
(July 2000». That information should be
0) copied from file servers, desk-top com-

.
.
.

puters,

back-up

tapes

or cartridges

or

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

iii. Unless the requesting party
can demonstrate
a substantial
need for it, a party does not ordinarily have a duty to take steps
to try to restore electronic information that has been deleted or
discarded in the regular course
of business but may not have
been completely erased from
computer memory.

.

.
.

sponding party has, prior to the threat
or occurrence of litigation, deleted such'
records in the ordinary course of business.
Comment to ABA Standards, ABA Civil'
Discovery Standards No. 29, reported in
Hart & Plum, supra, in appendix.
Of course, determining
exactly.
where to draw the line can be difficult,
and it is sometimes appropriate, or even:

[ABA Civil Discovery Standards
No. 29, reported
in Hart & Plum,
supra, in appendix]

.

required by the courts, that consulting'

.

. experts be retained to assist in the pres. ervation of relevant information:

:
.

claim. Shamis v. Ambassador Factors:
34 F. Supp.

2d 879, 888-889
.
(S.D.N.Y. 1999); Wm. T. Thompson Co. v.

General Nutrition

Corp.,

593 F.

:
:

Supp. .

1443, 1455 (CD. Cal. 1984); Carlucci v.
Piper Aircraft Corp., 102 F.R.D.472, 485- .
86 (S.D. Fla. 1984); Bowmar Instrument'
Corp. v. Texas Instruments, Inc., 25 Fed. .
R. Servo2d (Callaghan) 423, 427,1977 U.S. .
Dist LEXIS 16078, at *11 (N.D. Ind. May 2,

.

1977); see Gorelick, Marzen and Solum,

.

Destruction

.

(1989).

of Evidence

3.12,

at 104

.

. should not be required where the re-

.

also asking for information contained or stored in an electronic
medium or format.

Corp.,

.

.

Unless otherwise stated in a

making clear the duty to preserve relevant information when on notice of a

.

wherever else it is stored and (ii) preserved on tapes, cartridges or CDs. Such
a back-up should avoid questions of alteration of active data and should preserve embedded and residual data. Id.
What is clear (and why strictly ad-.
hered to policies are necessary) is that a
party has a duty to preserve electronic
information when it is aware of potential or pending litigation. However, recreating or attempting to retrieve previously deleted electronic information

.

request, a request for "documents" should be construed as

This is consistent with recent case law'

:

Courts have also retained

com-

puter forensic experts as officers
of the court, see Rule 26(c)(5), at
the requesting party's sole expense to create a mirror image
of a computer's
hard drive,
which is then provided to the
producing party's counsel, who
undertakes
the burden (and
cost) of reviewing the documents on the mirror image to
produce relevant, non-privileged
documents
and information.
Simon Property Group L.P. V.
mySimon, Inc., 194 F.R.D. 639,
641-42 (S.D. Ind. 2000); Playboy
Enterprises, Inc. v. Welles, 60 F.

OCTOBER 2002

.

VOL.21, No.3

Supp. 2d 1050, 1054-55 (S.D.Cal.
1999). Further, as of September
2000, it appears that software,
called EnCase, has been developed "to review the evidence
and perform basic analysis ofthe
mirror-imaged drives." Patzakis,
"Electronic Evidence Discovery:
From High-End Litigation Tactic
to Standard Practice," Federal
Discovery News, Vol. 6, No.1 0,
at 4 (Sept. 2000).

.
[NYSBA Report, at 13-14]

Additionally,

retaining

your own

.

computer consulting expert early can

.

help you better understand your client's
systems, and plan your mode of investigating the systems of your adversary. The

.

up-front investment can pay long-run
dividends. See Kenneth J. Withers, Computer-Based Discovery in Federal Civil Litigation, All-ABA, Environmental Litigation, June 2000. Indeed, if both sides have
retained consulting experts, they will be
in a much better position than the attorneys to negotiate the technical aspects
of conducting discovery... Often the lawyers can be taken out of the picture entirely. In many cases, the experts on opposing sides have met and worked out

agreements on the exchange of informa-

: tion,
.

the procedures for inspection, the
search terms each side will use, etc. Id.
But, in the event that you, as a lawyer, will playa continuing role, you should
probably consider how best to deal with
your adversary.

.

TO BE CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE

.
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The first step in obtaining production:
of documents from a third party in an arbitration proceeding is to obtain a subpoena issued by the arbitrator and to
serve that subpoena on the third party.
Section 7 requires that the subpoena shall
be both issued in the name of the arbitrator and signed by the arbitrator.9 The:
subpoena must be "served in the same'
manner as subpoenas to appear and testify before the court."10 Accordingly, it
must be personally served on the third.
party.11

: of a Fed. R.Civ.P.45 subpoena

./

.

"}

:
.

in a court
. proceeding, the court must look to Fed.

1

: R. Civ. P. 45 in determining

. the arbitrator's subpoena. The clash of
. Section 7, Fed. R.Civ.P.45 and traditional
personal jurisdiction analysis results in a
. catch 22 where Section 7 requires a party
. to bring an enforcement action in a court
. that does not have jurisdiction over the
. non-party.
At least one court has addressed this

f!!;'

.~",,4lJ

~

.

:

r"

~t

.

.

.

The first step in obtaining

. production of documents from a

The difficulty arises if and when the'
third party in an arbitration
third party either fails to respond to the.
+
+.
Procee dIng IS ,,0
0b"aln a su bsubpoena, objects to the subpoena or
simply refuses to produce any documents.
poena Issued by the arb,trator
or appear for the requested deposition. . and to serve that subpoena on

:.

II.

Enforcement

Subpoena.
Anticipating
ties to respond
poena, Congress
ment mechanism
statute

of the Section

"if any person or persons so summoned to testify shall refuse or
neglect to obey said summons,
upon petition the United States
district court for the district in
which such arbitrators, or a majority of them, are sitting may
compel the attendance of such
person or persons before said
arbitrator or arbitrators, or punish said person or persons for
contempt in the same manner
provided by law for securing the
attendance of witnesses ...in the
courts of the United States." 12

party (a Florida resident) objected

to an arbitrator's subpoena on the
grounds that the arbitrator (sitting in
. Pennsylvania)lacked personal jurisdiction
. to compel the third party to appear.14
. The district court determined that it did
. not have authority to enforce the subpoena pursuant to Fed. R.Civ.P.45. That

:

.

.

.

.

the subpoena

is accomplished

by bring-

: ing an action in the United States District.
: Court for the District of Oregon seeking'
.
.

:
.
.

:

re-

sides in the same jurisdiction as the arbiis

requires that,

if the subpoe-

district, within a 100 mile radius of the

court, or within the state in which the
court sits, the court must look to a fed-

:

enforcement

action to be brought in the:

:
: time, Section 7 requires
.

provision

: naed person cannot be found within the

to enforce the subpoena.
. eral statute or the long-arm statute of
Enforcement becomes much more.
the state in which it sits in order to dedifficult, however, when the third-party'
termine whether the person is subject to
is not located in the jurisdiction where.
the exercise of personal jurisdiction. The
the arbitrator sits. For example, what'
district court determined that the third
happens ifthe arbitrator issitting in Port- . party was not subjectto the exerciseof
land, but the third party is an individual.
personal jurisdiction by the court pursuor a small company with one office in
ant to Pennsylvania's long-arm statute.15
New York? Section 7 clearly requires the.
The appellate court agreed and refused
federal district court for the district in
which the arbitrator sits. At the same.

At first glance, this mechanism seems:
simple to implement, and it is when the'

if the arbitrator

: third

. sitting in Oregon and the third-party is
. also located in Oregon, enforcement of

.

trator. For example,

: Mutual Life Insur.Co.,13the subpoenaed

:

the refusal ofthird parto an arbitrator's subprovided an enforcewithin Section 7. The

recipient of the subpoena

issue. In Legion Insur. Co. v. John Hancock

.

. the third party.

7

provides that

third-party

..

the validity of

the subpoena

be

to enforce the subpoena.16

This left the

.

party who requested the arbitrator issue
the subpoena without a mechanism for

.

enforcing it, leading the district court to

served in a manner consistent with Fed. . suggest that if the documents and testiR. Civ.P.45, which limits the jurisdiction:
mony were important enough, the arbiof the court to enforce a subpoena. Thus, . trator might take the drastic step of movthe problem arises when the district court.
ing the arbitration hearing from Pennin Portland does not have personal jurissylvaniato Floridato obtain the necesdiction over the out of state individual'
sary documents.17
or entity. Because Section 7 of the FAA.
The question remains whether a
ties the service of the arbitrator's sub- . party could bring an action in the district

:

:
.

poena to the required method of service.

court where the third-party

is located to

Please continue on next page
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COMPELLINGDISCOVERY
continued from page 19
enforce the subpoena.
plain language

42, 44 (M.D. Tenn. 1993); contra In-

However, the:

of Section 7 appears to

prohibit this result as well.
There are a couple of alternatives for'
the party caught in this Catch 22. First,
the party might convince their opposing:
party, who may have a relationship with,
the third party, to obtain voluntary production of the documents. The Legion'
case suggested that a failure by a party.
to do this might justify an adverse inference by the arbitrator against the party'

.

tegrity Insur. Co. v. American Centennial Insur. Co., 885 E Supp. 69, 71
(S.D.N.Y. 1995) (holding section 7
does not allow pre-hearing discovery); Comsat Corp. v. National Science
Foundation, 190 F.3d 269, 275 (4th
Cir. 1999) (same).

.

:
Obtaining

who is deemed able to obtain that vol- . parties

:
capefromthis Catch22 isthroughthe..
untary production. Another option to es-

.

7

.

8

discovery from third

can often be pivotal

in

commercial litigation. Third

.

.

"

. 9

:

.
party is located, registered the commis(Endnotes)
sion there and obtained local counsel to .
issue the necessary subpoenas under that.
1 The author isan associate at Farleigh,
Wada & Witt, P.c., whose practice'
state's law. While this is clearly not the:
emphasizes commercial and employ- .
mechanism envisioned by the drafters of .
ment litigation.
the FAA, it appears to circumvent the.
catch 22 of Section 7 and Fed. R. Civ.P. .
.
.
2
9
U.s.c.
§
1,
et
seq.
45.

litigation. Third parties may possess cru-

.

cial information in trade secret and other.
unfair competition cases, as well as in a . 5
variety of other contexts. Proper use of .
the FAAand other creative methods can.
6

9 U.S.c. § 1.

12 9 U.S.c. § 7.

13 2002 U.S.App. LEXIS6797 (3rd Cir.
2002).

.

16 2002 U.S. App. LEXIS6797 (3rd Cir.

9 U.S.c. § 7.

2002).

In re: Arbitration

Between

Security.

17 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS15911 (E.D. Pa.

party to resort to numerous venues, it is
advisable to determine the need for third.

.

party information early and begin the FAA
subpoena process as soon as possible. 0

.

Stanton v. Paine Webber Jackson &.
Curtis, 685 E Supp. 1241, 1242 (S.D.:
Fla. 1988); Meadows Indemn. Co.,'
Ltd. v. Nutmeg Insur. Co., 157 ER.D..

:

Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(b).

CircuitCity Stores v.Adams, 532 U.S. . 15 2001 U.S.Dist. LEXIS15911 (E.D.Pa.
105,121 S.Ct. 1302, 149 L.Ed.2d 234:
2001).
(2001).

Life Insur. Co. of Amer.; Congress Life'
Insur. Co. and Duncanson & Holt, Inc., .

tion. Because it may be necessary for a

9 U.S.c. § 7.

. 14 Id.

.
.

assist parties in obtaining that discovery,
even in the context of a private arbitra-

Le-

10 Id.

: 11

. 3

Between

885 F. Supp. 69, 71 (S.D.N.Y. 1995).

as in a variety of other contexts.

III. Conclusion.
Obtaining discovery from third par- . 4
ties can often be pivotal in commercial.

In re: the Arbitration

gion Insur. Co. v. John Hancock Mutual Life Insur., 2001 U.S. Dist. LEX!S
15911 (E.D. Pa. 2001); Integrity Insur.
Co. v. American Centenniallnsur. Co.,

0 regon st at e cou rt s.18Aft er 0bt ammg a .. parttes may possesscrucIal tnforsubpoena from the Arbitrator, a number'
mation in trade secret and other
of parties have filed miscellaneousactions:
unfair competition cases, as well
in Oregon state court requesting the:
court issue a state law commission. The.
parties have then taken the state law:
commission to the state where the third'

Meadows Indemn. Co., Ltd. v. Nutmeg Insur.Co., 157ER.D.42, 44 (M.D.
Tenn. 1993).

228 E3d 865, 870-71 (8th Cir. 2000);
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2001).

The author credits Lisa Kaner at
Markowitz, Herbold, Glade &
Mehlhaf, P.c., for providing the author with this enforcement mechanism.
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The Rosen Law Firm, will present "Movie Magic: How the Masters Try Cases," and
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Registration

Form
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Phone
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City
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Registration
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$
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$

dinner(s)at $50each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

$

(after 2/21/03)

(includes
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0 Credit CarJ:

0

VISA
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Recent

Significant

I Claimsfor Relief
Three recent cases decided by the.
Oregon Supreme Court clarified the extent of civil liability for certain types of
tortious conduct. In Minnis v. Oregon'
Mutual Ins. Co., 334 Or. 191 (2002), the.
court determined that an employer was:
not subject to vicarious liability for sexual.
assaults committed'
by its employee. The:
acts in question oc-

curred at a pizza parlor manager's apartment, following a
series of sexually inappropriate
inci-:
dents at the workplace. The Court of
Appeals had determined that there was a sufficient causal:

connection between the manager's ongoing sexual harassment at the pizza:
parlor and the subsequent abusive conduct that occurred at the apartment to
support vicarious liability. The Court of
Appeals reasoned that the later conduct.
was the "direct outgrowth" of the onthe-job harassment. The Supreme Court
reversed. The court held that the question of whether tortious conduct was the'
"direct outgrowth" of conduct that was:
within the scope of the tortfeasor's employment applied only if the tortious conduct occurred "within the time and space.
limits of employment." 334 Or. at 206.

Conduct at the manager's apartment ex-

:

.

Oregon
Cases

.

Stephen K. Bushong
Department of Justice

.

.

United States Constitution in any respect.
. 334 Or. at 156.

.

. II Damages

.

:
.
.

:
.
.

.

geted, particular person." 334 Or.at 133.

: The court then found that (1) constitu. tionally-required safeguards for criminal
: prosecutions did not apply (334 Or. at
. 141);and (2) the statute as construed by
:. the
court did not violate the Oregon Constitution or the Due Process Clause of the

ceeded
could

those

limits, so the employer:

not be vicariously

.

liable.

In DeLong v. Yu Enterprises, Inc., 334
Or. 166 (2002), the Supreme Court held.
that reporting an alleged crime to the:

:

police may give rise to liability for defa-

.

mation. The court concluded that such a
report was subject to a qualified privilege:
defense, not an absolute privilege. In
reaching that conclusion, the court ex-

.

The statute allocating 60 percent of
each punitive damage award to the State
of Oregon (1) applies to punitive damage awards in federal court that are
based on state law claims; and (2) does

not violate the Oregon Constitution in
any respect. DeMendoza v. Huffman, 334
Or. 425 (2002). A $79.5 million punitive

.

damages award was reinstated by the

.

Court of Appeals in Williams v. Phillip
Morris, Inc., 182 Or. App. 44 (2002). The
court rejected defendant's argumentthat

:.

v. Mott, 292 Or. 764 (1982), which sug-

:
.
:

gested that an absolute privilege attaches'
Cooper Industries, Inc.v.Leatherman Tool
to proceedings during the investigative:
Group, Inc., 532 U.S.424 (2001) understage. 334 Or. at 174.
. cuts the "rational juror" standard that
was recently upheld in Parrott v. Carr
And in Delgado v. Souders, 334 Or.

pressly disavowed dictum from Ducosin

:
:
.

:
:

122 (2002), the court rejected various con-

.

.

stitutional challenges to Oregon's civil:
anti-stalking law, ORS30.866. The court.
first construed the statute, finding that'
a defendant could be liable only if he "at.
least recklessly" directed repeated and:
unwarranted

contacts

"toward

a tar-

.

.

Chevrolet, Inc., 331 Or. 537 (2001).

Damages for emotional distress and
loss of companionship are not recoverable by a plaintiff who witnessed her cat
being mauled to death by defendant's pit
bull dogs, the Court of Appeals held in
Lockett v. Hill, 182 Or. 377 (2002). The

Please continue on next page
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court concluded that defendant's negli-'
The doctrine of issue preclusion (forgence in allowing his pit bulls to roam:
merly known as res judicata) applied to
free did not breach a legal duty to plain- . bar relitigation of issues that were first
tiffs over and above a general duty to
decided in an arbitration of a construc-

. Black because "there isat least a reason-

:

avoid foreseeable

harm, as required to

.

tion contract dispute and subsequently

.

sure action, the Court of Appeals held

support an award of emotional distress:
damages in this context.

presented in a construction lien foreclo-

.

Summary judgment should not have:
been granted to the defendant in a fraud'
case based on a false Yellow Pages advertisement for liposuction surgery, the'
Court of Appeals held in Knepper v.:

in Westwood Construction Co. v. Hall. mark Ins., 182 Or. App. 624 (2002). The
. court concluded that issue preclusion
applied because the contract arbitration
was a separate proceeding from the lien
foreclosure action under the governing
statutory scheme.
Issue preclusion
also barred

Brown, 182 Or. App. 597 (2002). The ad

.

III Procedure

:

relitigation

of various

claims for unlaw-

falsely stated that the defendant was:
ful employment practices brought in
"board certified" to perform the surgery. . state court after a federal court granted
summary judgment to the defendant
The trial court granted summary judgment to the defendant based on (1) a . under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
printed disclaimer in the Yellow Pages ad; . Durham v. City of Portland, 181 Or.App.
(2) plaintiff's deposition testimony which.
409 (2002).
showed that she did not, in fact, rely on'
A prelitigation offer to settle was

:

the "board certified" statement; and (3)
the lack of a causal link between the ad

and the injury that resulted from the.
botched liposuction procedure. The Court.
of Appeals reversed. First,the court held.
that "the effect of the disclaimer with ref-

.

.
.

insufficient to avoid liability for attorney fees under

ORS 20.080(1)

where

the

offer was conditioned upon plaintiff's
agreement to keep the settlement confidential, the Court of Appeals held in
Reed v. Jackson County Citizen League,
183 Or. App. 89 (2002). The voluntary

erence to justifiable reliance is a jury.
question." 182 Or. App. at 605. Second,
dismissalof an actionwithout prejudice
the court reaffirmed the rule of
may be a termination that is sufficiently
Henderson-Rubio v. The May Dept. . "favorable" to the defendant to support
Stores, 53 Or.App. 575 (1981),that a party.
a subsequent claim for wrongful initiacannot create a genuine issue of mate- . tion of civil proceedings, the Court of
rial fact to defeat summary judgment by
Appeals concluded in Portland Trailer &

.

:

contradicting her own previous statement. However, the court found that the:
Henderson-Rubio rule did not apply in

:
.

Equipmentv.A-l FreemanMoving,182
Or. App. 347 (2002). That is true regard-

. less of whether the first dismissal was
this case because there was no "clear inwith or without prejudice. The rule in
consistency" between the statements at . Oregon instead "requires an examinaissue. Third, the court rejected:
tionofthecircumstancesresultinginthe
defendant's argument that the fraudu- . termination" ofthe first proceeding. 182
lent ad could not be a substantial cause:
Or. App. at 356.
of plaintiff's injury because the injuries.
Finally, two recent cases demonwere caused by an intervening force-the:
strate that courts are not always redoctor's medical malpractice. The court.
quired to decide questions presenting
explained that the rule precluding liabilgray areas of the law. In Black v.Arizala,

:

:

ity for damages caused by an intervening force applied only to "intervening:
intentional criminal conduct," not "inter-

vening, merely negligent conduct." 182
Or. App. at 622.

.
.

:
.

182 Or. App. 16 (2002), the Court of
Appeals held that the applicability of a

forum selection clause could not always
be resolved on summary judgment. Summary judgment was not available in

-..
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:. able
inference from the text and context
of the forum selection clause that it was

: not intended to cover disputes arising
. from" the conduct at issue. 182 Or.App.
: at 30. And in White v. Goth, 182 Or.App.
. 138 (2002), the Court of Appeals held
: that the doctrine of judicial estoppel only
.

applies

.

loose" with the court system; it
does not apply when they may utilize

: fast and
.

when

the

parties

are "playing

such tactics towards each other. The trial

. court in Whiteerred byfocusingon "the

.
.
.

relationship of the parties to each other,"
whereas the doctrine of judicial estoppel "focus[es] on the relationship of the

.

142.

.

IV Miscellaneous

: litigant to the courts." 182 Or.App. at

The Supreme Court held in Kambury
. v. DaimlerChrysler Corp., 334 Or. 367
. (2002),that the two-year statute of limitations for product liability actions-not
. the three-year period for wrongful death
. actions-applies in civil actions seeking
. damages for the death of a person killed
. by a defective product. The court con-

.

cluded that "the product

: ute of limitations

liability stat-

is the more specific
. statute and must control over the more
. general wrongful death statute of limi. tations." 334 Or. at 374.
In Jensen v. Whitlow, 334 Or. 412
. (2002),the Supreme Court held that ORS

: 30.265(1)-which limits causes of action
. for torts committed by an agent of a
: public body to a cause of action against
. the public body itself-does not on its
: face violate the Oregon Constitution.
.

And in Jett v. Ford Motor Company,

: 183 Or. App. 260 (2002), the Court of
. Appeals held that (1)a trial court's ex: clusion of a company's safety manual on
. the grounds of relevance was reversible
: error (183 Or. App. at 268); and (2) tak0

.
.
.

ing exception to a jury instruction without explaining the basis for the exception did not preserve the issue of the

instruction's propriety for appellate re-

o view. 183 Or. App. at 269.
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